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Norse myths have long fascinated millions around the world. Tales of Norse Gods like Thor and Loki have sustained the
imaginations of adult and young people alike, even into modern times. Indeed, figures of Norse legend have permeated into
mainstream culture in the form of popular characters from television and film. One God, in particular, has even given his name to a
day of the week. In Norse Mythology: Fascinating Myths and Legends of Norse Gods, Heroes, and Viking Beliefs, you will be
exposed to the original tales of the Gods; the tales that modern depictions are ultimately inspired by. Norse myth has become a
part of us in ways that we do not fully appreciate. Indeed, the Norse God Thor has come to embody the ideal of strength and
masculinity. The trickster God Loki, on the other hand, has come to represent some of the more sinister and unpredictable
elements of Man. In fact, the Norse used their Gods to embody those aspects of Man's own nature that were often at war. In Norse
Mythology: Fascinating Myths and Legends of Norse Gods, Heroes, and Viking Beliefs, you will learn about all the Gods by
reading about the tales that formed the basis of the myths about them. Norse Mythology: Fascinating Myths and Legends of Norse
Gods, Heroes, and Viking Beliefs explores the Norse Gods and the Viking belief system through the tales told by people living at
the time. They told tales about the formation of the universe, about how the universe was divided, and how the Gods and giants
made war with one another. Because the Viking belief system was reflected in these tales about their Gods and historical figures,
learning about the Gods and heroes in this way allows the reader to understand who the Vikings were and why they were.The
world of Norse myth was very different from our own. The people at the heart of Norse civilization - living in modern-day
Scandinavia, Northern Germany, as well as other areas of Norse settlement like Iceland and the British Isles - these people were
part of a culture so far removed from how we think and perceive today as to be almost unrecognizable. But that does not mean
that you must struggle to understand Norse legends and the Vikings who believed in them.In Norse Mythology: Fascinating Myths
and Legends of Norse Gods, Heroes, and Viking Beliefs, you will learn everything there is to learn about Norse mythology. You will
learn the different groups of living things that existed in the universe, how the universe was divided into nine worlds, who the major
Gods and Goddesses were, who some of the important heroes were, and how the speakers of Old Norse recorded the feats of
gods and men in books called sagas. These sagas told the tales of the great figures of Norse legend. In Norse Mythology:
Fascinating Myths and Legends of Norse Gods, Heroes, and Viking Beliefs, you will learn some of these tales including: The Tale
of Odin's Eye and Mimir's Head The Unusual Wedding of Freyja Loki and His Strange Children The Death of Baldr The
Kidnapping of Idun The Birth of Sigurd And Ragnarok: the Twilight of the Gods Buy now to learn more than you ever dreamed
about Norse Gods and Goddesses and Viking beliefs.
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly
expensive. Hesperides Press are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original
text and artwork.
A classic collection of Norse mythology, presented with a striking, foil-embossed cover design. This thrilling collection of tales,
retold from the Icelandic Eddas and Viking Sagas, will transport readers to the realms of Asgard and Midgard, meeting gods such
as Thor, Odin and Freya. These dramatic tales are told by a variety of story tellers and are filled with dark deeds, cunning and war,
as well as love, compassion and humour. Beautifully presented in a foil-embossed hardback, this gift edition and opens a window
into the strange and wonderful legends of Norse mythology.
Partake in monstrous battles with army's as far as the eye can see, and witness the glory as the greats transcended to Valhalla.
The legends of Norse mythology are famous for including Odin, Thor and Loki and the battles they fought and the adventures they
enjoyed. Here are collected some of the finest examples of Norse story telling. Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating
back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. Pomona Press are republishing these classic
works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and artwork.
GAIMAN! RUSSELL! MIGNOLA! ORDWAY! New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman and Eisner Award-winning comics
legend P. Craig Russell breathe new life into the ancient Norse stories by taking readers through the creation of the Nine Worlds to
the epic origin and adventures of Thor, Odin, and Loki all the way to the end of life—Ragnarok. Having previously written about
deities in American Gods and The Sandman, Gaiman teams with Russell to finally bring readers to follow the northern gods in their
own setting in this comic book adaptation of the hit novel!
The Norse god Odin was a relentless seeker of knowledge and wisdom, willing to sacrifice almost anything for this pursuit. Odin's
hunger for wisdom is evident in many of the stories that involve him, and I invite you to share his willingness to let go of your reality
and jump into the mysterious world of Norse Mythology. Norse Mythology presents a rich and complex collection of stories derived
from Germanic roots. A fascination with the history and life of the Norse is growing. Movies and television series about their way of
life have surged in popularity. What makes it so fascinating is not the stories in themselves, although some are truly a feast to the
eyes, but how they came to be and what they mean for the people that live by them. Let's drink from the well of knowledge and
jump into a realm of wonder, where nothing is as it seems! By the end of this book, you will be familiar with Norse Mythology and
its ancient heritage of sagas, myths and legends. You'll discover who the Norse were, how they lived and how they influenced the
modern world. And, of course, you'll know more about your favorite gods, such as how Odin became the ruler of the Aesir gods,
how Thor got his famous hammer, and who Loki's children are. All this and much more including The Most Important & Powerful
Gods & Goddess Discover The Vikings - Facts & Myths The Legend of Sigurd The Dragon Hunter + Sigurd Runes The Dangerous
Draugr Creatures That Killed Any Humans They Laid Eyes Upon How Freya's Beauty Led to Mjolin's Theft The Legend of The
Kraken (mysterious sea monsters said to swell in the waters of Greenland and Norway) Thor The God of Thunder & The Story of
How He Got His Hammer Ragnarok - All You Need to Know About the End of the World And much, much more... Open a door to
another world...., a world of adventure, heroism, romance and mystery. Norse Mythology, your calling has been answered with this
book.
The Caldecott medal-winning d'Aulaires once again captivate their young audience with this beautifully illustrated introduction to
Norse legends, telling stories of Odin the All-father, Thor the Thunder-god and the theft of his hammer, Loki the mischievous god
of the Jotun Race, and Ragnarokk, the destiny of the gods. Children meet Bragi, the god of poetry, and the famous Valkyrie
maidens, among other gods, goddesses, heroes, and giants. Illustrations throughout depict the wondrous other world of Norse
folklore and its fantastical Northern landscape.
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Discover the heroes and monsters from Norse mythology--legends and stories for kids 8 to 12 What is more awesome than the
hammer-wielding thunder-god, Thor; the Queen of Asgard and all-knowing goddess, Frigg; or the gigantic sea serpent,
Jormungand? Norse Mythology for Kids transports you into the Nordic lands where extraordinary creatures like giants, dwarfs,
elves, and monsters walked among fearless gods and goddesses. Featuring timeless stories from such countries as Iceland,
Norway, and Denmark, this is your entryway into the magical world of Scandinavian folklore. With vividly detailed illustrations that
pair with each myth, you'll feel like you are defending Asgard on the battlefield with the almighty Odin, shape-shifting from a snake
to a hawk with the trickster Loki, slaying dragons with the brave Sigurd, and much more. Follow these engaging Norse mythology
legends, and learn everything there is to know about the tall tales of the Norse. Norse Mythology for Kids includes: 20 Marvelous
myths?Explore 20 of the most memorable Norse mythology stories from Norse culture, combined into one awesome book. Follow
the bloodlines?Discover the fascinating family ties between some of the most well-known and lesser-known mythical Norse
characters. Language lessons?Use the glossary and pronunciation guide of essential Nordic terms to easily follow along with each
story. Enter the wild world of Norse mythology with this great book for kids.
Tales of Norse Mythology
A beautifully illustrated and compelling collection of more than 30 ancient Norse myths for children. Exciting stories, extraordinary
creatures, and compelling gods, goddesses, and heroes come together in this compendium of Norse myths--first told long ago by
the Vikings. Perfect for children ages 7 to 9, this collection contains more than 30 enthralling new retellings. Read about Thor, the
god of thunder and how he once disguised himself as a bride to seek revenge on a giant and retrieve his powerful hammer,
Mjolnir; and how Sif, the goddess of fertility, had her long golden hair cut off by Loki, the trickster god. Each myth is told with
thrilling immediacy, in language that is easy for children to understand, while retaining the awe, majesty, and intrigue of the original
tales. Stunning illustrations by multi-award-winning artist Katie Ponder breathe new life into each story. Additional feature pages
delve deeper into the mythical world, providing profiles of the featured gods and goddesses and giving the context behind the
myths. The reference section provides key background information, such as Norse cosmology and facts about the incredible
Norse characters, and comes complete with a pronunciation e-guide. Norse Myths is the perfect gift, featuring foil on the cover and
beautiful illustrations throughout. Children will love exploring the tales by themselves or as bedtime stories. This stunning ebook
will be treasured forever.
Collects stories of courageous women, revenege, strength in battle, legendary heroes, beasts, dwarves, and Viking gods adapted
from the Norse tradition.
Teeming with romance, action, and amazing feats, this authoritative, single-volume treasury of Norse mythology features
enchanting stories of the great gods Odin and Thor, the mischievous Loki, the Valkyries, and more.
The Viking Spirit is an introduction to Norse mythology like no other. As you'd expect from Daniel McCoy, the creator of the
enduringly popular website Norse Mythology for Smart People (Norse-Mythology.org), it's written to scholarly standards, but in a
simple, clear, and entertaining style that's easy to understand and a pleasure to read. It includes gripping retellings of no less than
34 epic Norse myths - more than any other book in the field - while also providing an equally comprehensive overview of the
fascinating Viking religion of which Norse mythology was a part. You'll learn about the Vikings' gods and goddesses, their concept
of fate, their views on the afterlife, their moral code, how they thought the universe was structured, how they practiced their
religion, the role that magic played in their lives, and much more. With its inclusion of the latest groundbreaking research in the
field, The Viking Spirit is the ultimate introduction to the timeless splendor of Norse mythology and religion for the 21st Century.
An exhilarating introduction to the vivid, violent, boisterous world of the Norse myths and their cultural legacy—from Tolkien to
Game of Thrones The Norse Myths presents the infamous Viking gods, from the mighty Asyr, led by Ó?inn, and the mysterious
Vanir, to Thor and the mythological cosmos they inhabit. Passages translated from Old Norse bring this legendary world to life,
from the myths of creation to ragnarök, the prophesied end of the world at the hands of Loki’s army of monsters and giants, and
everything that comes in between: the long and problematic relationship between the gods and the giants, the (mis)adventures of
human heroes and heroines, with their family feuds, revenges, marriages, and murders; and the interaction between the gods and
mortals. Photographs and drawings show a range of Norse sites, objects, and characters, from Viking ship burials to dragons on
runestones. Dr. Carolyne Larrington describes the Norse myths’ origins in pre-Christian Scandinavia and Iceland, and their
survival in archaeological artifacts and written sources, from Old Norse sagas and poems to the less-approving accounts of
medieval Christian writers. She traces their influences into the work of Wagner, William Morris, and J. R. R. Tolkien, and even
Game of Thrones in the resurrection of the Fimbulvetr, or “Mighty Winter."
A vivid retelling of Norse mythology that explores these legendary stories and their significance and influence on the Viking world.
Valhalla and its pantheon of gods and heroes have always fascinated readers, whether it is how these tales illuminate the Viking
world or influence cultural touchstones like J. R. R. Tolkien, whose Middle Earth is heavily indebted to Germanic and Norse
mythology, as well as Hollywood and comic-culture. In Tales of Valhalla, the Whittocks have dramatically retold these rich stories
and sets them in context within the wider Viking world. Including both myths—stories, usually religious, which explain origins, why
things are as they are, the nature of the spiritual—and legends—stories which attempt to explain historical events and which may
involve historical characters but which are told in a non-historical way and which often include supernatural events—Tales from
Valhalla is an accessible and lively volume that brings these hallmarks of world literature to a new generation.

The myths and legends of the Norsemen have entertained both old and young alike for hundreds of years. This
fascinating collection contains stories retold from the Icelandic Eddas, the principal sources of knowledge of Norse
mythology, and the Sagas of the ancient world of the Vikings. Following the deeds of the powerful Norse gods, such as
Odin, Thor and Loki, and filled with a host of fantastic creatures and objects containing magical properties, the tales in
Norse Mythology will conjure up a world of heroism and romance that will enthrall readers.
Coinciding with the new Rick Riordan Magnus Chase series and the Marvel Age of Ultron DVD, featuring Thor, comes a
new look at Asgard and the timeless tales of ancient Scandinavia. Classic stories and dazzling illustrations of gods,
goddesses, heroes and monsters come to life in a stunning tableau of Norse myths, including those of the thunder god
Thor, the one-eyed god and Allfather Odin, and the trickster god Loki. The lyrical storytelling of award-winning author
Donna Jo Napoli dramatizes the timeless tales of ancient Scandinavia. This book is the third in the trilogy that includes
the popular National Geographic Treasury of Greek Mythology and National Geographic Treasury of Egyptian Mythology.
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Provides information on the gods, heroes, rituals, beliefs, symbols, and stories of Norse mythology.
Johan Egerkrans long dreamed of illustrating the Norse mythology, and when he released Norse Gods in Swedish it was
an immediate success. Egerkrans re-tells the most exciting and imaginative sagas of the Norse mythology: From the
creation myth in which the first giant Ymer is hacked to pieces by Odin and his brothers, to the gods final destruction in
Ragnarök. This is a gorgeously illustrated book in which gods, giants, dwarves, monsters and heroes are presented in all
their glory. A book for those who already know and love these stories, as well as for those who have yet to discover
Scandinavian mythology. A definitive work for readers of all ages. It is a pleasure to be enchanted by the suggestive
visualizations of Angerboda, Hel, Freya, Utgarda-Loki, Mimer and Surt. Dick Harrison, Svenska Dagbladet Divine.
LitteraturMagazinet
Lively, stark and formidable, the imagery of Norse mythology storms through this classic collection. The fierce glory of
Odin, Thor, Frey, Loki and their fellow gods of Asgard are featured here with all the great adventures, from Yggdrasil, the
Tree of Life, to Ragnarok. Each Viking legend is riven with a vitality that speaks to us still.
Before the tide of Christianity cast its influence over the greater part of the Western World, magic and tradition were rich
in the lives of the Nordic people. These great men and women of lore speak to us of glorified battles, strong noble
bloodlines, and honor in the face of adversity. We celebrate the incredible tales of Loki and Frigga, the mighty Thor and
the all-powerful Odin. Now the annals of history have offered us the great gift of studying and understanding this
magnificent culture. Readers young and old alike have the opportunity to explore this fascinating and awe-inspiring
collection of religious stories and rich traditions belonging to such a complex belief system. Discover for yourself the
magic and mystery in the stories of Baldur, Heimdall, and Idun. Uncover the ancient tale of the fortification of Asgard, the
great kingdom of the Nordic gods, and the chilling story behind the binding of Fenrir. Even though thousands of years
have passed since these cultural stories were first shared around the forges and fires of the Nordic populations, they still
entrance and inspire us with the great deeds of the human race and the incredible gods who watched over them. Find
your own wealth of inspiration among the tales of the great gods and goddesses once worshipped by the Vikings.
Heimdall is among the most loved of the Norse gods. Heimdall was given the important task of guarding Asgard, the
home of the gods. With his sword, his trumpet Giallar-horn, and his horse Gull-top, Heimdall keep out the Frost Giants.
The myth of Heimdall is retold in this brilliantly illustrated Norse myth. Short Tales is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a
division of ABDO Publishing Group. Grades 1-4.
Retells thirty-two Scandinavian myths that have intrigued countless generations with stories of gods, giants, dwarfs, and
monsters involved in the creation, development, and ultimate destruction of nine mortal and divine worlds
This fascinating new book reveals the origins of the Vikings—from Thor and Leif Erikson to Loki and the Valkyries—and the
tales that have influenced our own lives. For thousands of years, Vikings have held a storied place in our culture—their
distinct appearance, their mighty longships, their reputation for causing death and destruction. But who were these
strange and mysterious folk? The Book of Viking Myths retells the stories of the Viking people, with myths of their gods
and goddesses, monsters, and great heroes. From tales of the beautiful and powerful Freyja, to the gold-toothed
Heimdallr, to the wolf Fenrir, Peter Archer explores all the figures and tales that make up Norse mythology. Along with
these legends of seafaring, dwarves, giants, and the exploits of Thor, you will also discover the influences that Viking
culture has had on our own lives. It’s a true exploration of Nordic culture—and a glimpse into the history and lore of these
fabled Nordic warriors.
The stories of Thor, Odin and Loki are familiar to most of us. Many people know that the Norse gods fought against
giants and were ultimately betrayed by Loki the trickster. The end of the world and the death of the gods in a grim battle
called Ragnarok has also found its way into popular culture. Ideas taken from Norse mythology are frequently found in
modern fantasy and science fiction – such as elves, dwarfs and undead warriors rising from an unquiet grave, for
example. Norse mythology is rich in adventure and ideas about creation, death and the afterlife. Norse Myths takes a
wide-ranging approach, examining the creation stories of the Norse world, the monsters and the pantheons of the deities,
including such figures as Heimdall, Freya and Baldr. It looks at the sagas and the Prose and Poetic Eddas, which tell of
real and imagined people, featuring both heroic tales and humorous escapades. The book also examines how Norse
myths were interpreted in a Christianized Europe and how their motifs influenced medieval German writers and, in turn,
were used in the modern world in very different ways, by the likes of composer Richard Wagner and in the writings of
J.R.R. Tolkien. Illustrated with 180 colour and black-&-white artworks and illustrations, Norse Myths is an engaging and
highly informative exploration of a rich mythology that still resounds today.
Norse Mythology! Tales are often told marking the Vikings as no more than simple horn-helmeted explorers, infamous to
abuse, pillage and plunder all that stood in their way. However, many of us lack to see the parallels aligned with modern
culture, and the influences our Viking ancestors provided and passed down to our own aspects of modern practices,
beliefs, languages and pastimes. While there are numerous and vast differences to the Viking morality and way of life, we
can also uncover many similarities that can be derived within today's culture. Understanding the exciting and influential
history of these brave and courageous Norseman will reveal a whole new world of truth. Unveil the Vikings rituals, God's
and beliefs as you travel alongside them to distant lands, partake in monstrous battles with army's as far as the eye can
see, and witness the glory as the greats transcended to Valhalla. From Ginnungagap to Ragnarok, from Lindisfarne to
the Battle of Stamford Bridge, from Kiev to Vinland and beyond the Vikings have helped to shape and influence our
modern world. Here Is A Preview Of What Is Included... Viking Origins Famed Battles, Wars & Sieges The Conception of
the World - Yggdrasil, Creation, and the Afterlife Viking Deities Magical Practices Viking Beliefs Viking Influence on
Popular Culture Today And Much, Much More! Get your copy today!
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
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we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this
work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
Scandinavians of the Viking Age explored the mysteries of life through their sagas. Folklorist Helene Adeline Guerber
brings to life the gods and goddesses, giants and dwarves, and warriors and monsters of these stories in Tales of Norse
Mythology. Ranging from the comic to the tragic, these legends tell of passion, love, friendship, pride, courage, strength,
loyalty, and betrayal.
?? Asgard Stories: Tales from Norse Mythology by Mabel H. Cummings and Mary H. Foster ?? Asgard Stories: Tales
from Norse Mythology contains several stories from old Scandinavian myths. Written for juvenile readers but still of
interest to older mythology fans. Chapters include: The Story of the Beginning; Odin’s Reward; Tyr and the Wolf;
Freyja’s Necklace; The Hammer of Thor; Thor’s Wonderful Journey; How Thor lost his Hammer; A Gift from Frigga; The
Stealing of Iduna; Skadi; Baldur; Ægir’s Feast; The Punishment of Loki; and, The Twilight of the Gods. ?? Asgard
Stories: Tales from Norse Mythology by Mabel H. Cummings and Mary H. Foster ?? This little volume is the outcome of
several years' experience in telling to classes of children the classic myths, both southern and northern. The insight and
interest displayed by the children encourage the authors to hope that other teachers and pupils may enjoy the myths here
reproduced. ?? Asgard Stories: Tales from Norse Mythology by Mabel H. Cummings and Mary H. Foster ?? The interest
shown at present in the teaching of myths to children seems to call for some such simple volume, giving the Norse myths
in suitable form for use with pupils as well as for the children's home reading. There are various collections of the Greek
tales, but the books dealing with the Norse myths seem to be more or less cumbered with detail, and, therefore, not
adapted to very young readers.
Curated new Myths and Tales. Lively, stark and formidable, the imagery of Norse mythology storms through this classic
collection. The fierce glory of Odin, Frey, Loki and their fellow gods of Asgard are featured here with all the great
adventures, from Yggdrasil, the Tree of Life, to the endings of Ragnarok. And from the fabled Bifrost to the forging of
Thor’s hammer, each Viking legend is riven with a vitality that speaks to us still. The latest title in Flame Tree's beautiful,
comprehensive series of Gothic Fantasy titles, concentrates on the ancient, epic origins of modern fantasy.
"Discover Norse mythology through the enthralling exploits of all-powerful Odin, mighty Thor, and the trickster
Loki."--Front jacket flap.
Norse Mythology presents a rich and complex collection of stories derived from Germanic roots. Norse Mythology, your calling has
been answered with this book.
A collection of mythological stories from the Vikings, including gods and goddesses such as Odin, Thor, Freya, and Loki.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman and Eisner Award-winning comics legend P. Craig Russell breathe new life
into the ancient Norse stories in this comic-book adaptation of the hit novel Norse Mythology. Gaiman and Russell team with a
legendary collection of artists to take readers through a series of Norse myths, including the creation of the Nine Worlds, the loss
of Odin's eye and source of his knowledge, the crafting of Thor's hammer and the gods' most valuable treasures, the origin of
poetry, and Loki's part in the end of all things--Ragnarök. Collects Norse Mythology #1-#6, featuring art by P. Craig Russell, Mike
Mignola, Jerry Ordway, David Rubín, Piotr Kowalski, and Jill Thompson.
These stories are old, old as the Behmer Wold and seldom in life has there been such a brewing... Cycles of Norse Mythology
captures the passion, cruelty, and heroism of an ancient world. Encompassing Odin’s relentless pursuit of wisdom across the nine
worlds, Gullveig’s malicious death at the hands of the Æsir that sparks a brutal war with the Vanir, Thor’s battles against the
giants of Jotunheim, the tragedy of Volund, the many devious machinations of Loki, and the inescapable events of Ragnarök, this
lyrical re-imagining of the Norse myths presents the gripping adventures of the Norse gods and their foes in a style to delight
modern readers of all ages. A detailed glossary provides a quick reference to the meaning behind names and terms used in the
book. A Source Reference is included for persons who want to delve deeper into the study of Norse mythology.
Norse Mythology A mesmerizing tale revolving around the mysterious and profound Norse folklore and the beguiling lifestyle of the
legendary Vikings. This book has connected all the pieces of the puzzle and presents a unique tapestry interwoven with multiple
threads from the different sides of Norse mythology that contains all the answers about the legendary Vikings and their beliefs. In
contrast to the common misconception about the Vikings that they were ruthless agnostics and brutes and not much more than
that, the book provides valuable insight into the polytheistic religion of the Vikings and gives an in-depth knowledge about their
culture - whether they did have a culture at all, and whether they were the brutes that most accounts of their existence and
activities say they were? Find out the truth about the Vikings and how they are actually portrayed by the Norse folklore. Why they
moved out of their country and how they conducted raids across the globe and conquered areas? This book covers everything
from the Norse Gods to the sumptuous heaven perceived by the Norse mythology and religion as the place where the most
honorable warriors live - the magnificent Valhalla. In Norse mythology, there is a unique approach towards all the heavenly and
godly creations as well as phenomena. The dividing line in the day and night, as well as the changing shades of weather, are
described. The origin of every object and every phenomenon in the world has a fanciful tale attached to it in the unique and
mysterious Norse mythology that the Scandian people believed in, centuries ago. To make a long story short, this book holds in it
a beguiling and thrilling tale of the beliefs of an enchanting and historic population written in a piquing manner. This Norse
Mythology book provides: A detailed account of the Vikings - Origin, Culture, Religion, and Activities. An insight into the
polytheistic religion and culture of the Norse people - the Deities and the folklore A detailed account of all the Norse mythological
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and religious beliefs - from the conception of the world to the concept of nine alternate universes Fanciful tales about all the Norse
mythological creatures and deities
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